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ForeFlight Sentry PLUS - Portable ADS-B
(FLARM) and GPS Receiver, incl. CO Sensor

Cena brutto 3 728,99 zł

Cena netto 3 031,69 zł

Kod producenta Sentry+

Kod EAN/Wewnętrzny 863197000433

Opis produktu
Introducing the next-generation portable ADS-B receiver from ForeFlight. Sentry PLUS builds on the essential safety-enhancing
capabilities of previous devices with innovative new features to enhance your flying and debriefing workflows no matter what,
where, or how you fly.

Sentry PLUS features:

Small Case, Big Battery - with an industry-leading 18 hour battery life in a sturdy and lightweight case, Sentry PLUS is
ready to support you on the longest hauls
OLED Data Display - a first-of-a-kind OLED data display provides connection and device status, plus live flight metrics
including g-load, GPS accuracy, and more
High-Performance Track Logging - never lose a flight with automatic on-device track logging and seamless importing
to ForeFlight for postflight review, plus down-to-the-minute Hobbs time logging when connected to onboard power
AHRS for Backup Attitude + g-Load - Sentry PLUS's Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) provides a real-time
depiction of your aircraft’s pitch and bank in ForeFlight, flexible calibration options allow you to get accurate AHRS
data no matter where you mount Sentry in your aircraft, plus, deepen your debrief in Track Log Review with the new g-
Load layer for direct comparisons with other metrics like pitch, bank, speed, and altitude
Carbon Monoxide Monitor - just like its predecessor, Sentry PLUS provides a built-in carbon monoxide sensor and
alerting system, with an audio and in-app alert when CO concentration reaches hazardous levels, the LED indicator
also provides a visual indication of CO levels
ADS-B + FLARM Traffic - get help in "seeing and avoiding" with dynamic traffic display in ForeFlight from ADS-B Out
equipped aircraft, additionally, Sentry PLUS's antennas are optimized for European FLARM reception in addition to ADS-
B, allowing glider pilots and others in Europe to use their preferred traffic network (requires the purchase of a FLARM
license via foreflight.com/buy to enable)
High-Precision GNSS - pilotage meets the 21st century with Sentry PLUS's highly-accurate WAAS GPS providing down-
to-the-meter position data, see your aircraft position on ForeFlight’s moving map display and innovative Plates on Map
feature, view a variety of inflight data, including ground speed, altitude, ETE, distance to destination, and more
ADS-B Weather (limited to US and other supported regions) - Sentry PLUS delivers subscription-free FIS-B weather &
data, display animated regional and CONUS NEXRAD, METARs, TAFs, AIR/SIGMETs, PIREPs, textual winds and temps
aloft, TFRs, NOTAMs, and SUA information on ForeFlight Mobile
Wi-Fi Client Support - no need to choose between Sentry PLUS and your existing cockpit Wi-Fi solution with support for
Wi-Fi client connections, setup is quick and easy thanks to the OLED display, and Sentry PLUS will automatically
connect to known client Wi-Fi networks for a set-it-and-forget-it solution

 Delievery includes ForeFlight Sentry PLUS ADS-B (FLARM) Receiver, USB cable, Suction Cup, Carrying Case, Quick Start
Guide (EN).  
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